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Learning of endoscopy: 
Residency Programmes

Unfortunately there is no structured 
programme of learning laparoscopy in 
gynecology in Turkey for residence 
students

 During residence training in Turkey, technical skills for 
gynecological endoscopy are usually acquired by 
practicing on live patients



Learning of endoscopy: 
Residency Programmes
 Clinical experience has shown that beginners need 

to perform a number of procedures to gain 
competency

 This learning phase:

 results in greater patient discomfort 

 increases the risk of complications

 extends the examination time, thereby contributing to 
higher costs



Learning of endoscopy: 
Residency Programmes
 There is a considerable learning curve for each 

surgeon such that it takes 15–100 procedures to reach 
proficiency

 Supervised participation in the daily performance of
procedures has the disadvantages of:

 being time consuming, both for trainees and instructors, 

 being unpleasant, and occasionally unsafe, for patients



Learning of endoscopy: 
Residency Programmes

 Conclusion:

 There is a big unmet need for structured 
programmes of laparoscopy for gynecological 
residence students
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Course programmes in training centers
 A scheduled programme

 Theoretical sessions

 Hands-on training on simulators

 Live operative workshops

 Interactive theoretical and video sessions

 Real time surgery



In theoretical sessions:
 The technical steps are described, which are used for 

advanced laparoscopic procedures 

 The results and potential complications, and how to 
prevent them are explained



In practical sessions:
 Participants practice on both pelvic trainer and live 

tissue in order to give the technical capacity to 
improve their skills

 They can achieve basic skills required for good 
progress in clinical laparoscopic practice 







Computer-based simulators
 Computer-based simulators can be used to achieve 

manual skills without patient contact

 Training with a computer-based simulator achieves
basic manual skills

 Demonstrations of procedures offer the trainee direct 
observation of the skills and the techniques of experts 
in complex clinical contexts

 They also eliminate discomfort and risk for patients

 They reduce the time associated with supervised 
instruction
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Fellowship programmes
 Steep learning curves of laparoscopic cases may 

necessitate training under an experienced mentor 
(fellowship training)

 A mentor transfers his/her experience to a trainee

 Therefore, it is worth attending to a fellowship 
programme even if a surgeon has a laparoscopy
experience

 Moreover, a laparoscopic fellowship programme is an 
indispensable step encouraging interventions for more 
complicated laparoscopic cases
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Live Operative Workshops 
 Live workshops allow the audience to observe surgical 

anatomy and technique

 They provide an opportunity for interaction and an 
excellent platform to learn newer surgical skills 



Live Operative Workshops 
 Advancements in video technology have made it 

possible to transmit good quality images

 This is even more factual for minimally invasive 
endoscopic gynecologic procedures

 It has become easier to demonstrate new procedures,
display newer instruments and popularize recent 
treatments



Live Operative Workshops 
 Many hospitals and surgeons are increasingly using 

this medium as an advertisement to build a reputation

 Transcontinental video demonstrations are possible 
and one need not go across seven seas to observe a new 
surgical technique
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